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PRINCIPAL REPORT 

Greetings, 

 

I would like to congratulate the following students who have received early entry university offers for 

2023. Despite these great achievements, I still strongly encourage all of our students to continue to 

work hard and strive to achieve their personal best. This is the only way that our students will be able 

to  maximise their HSC results in 2022. 

 

 

Charles Sturt University: 

• Kayleigh Horan- Bachelor of Environmental Science. 

• Bray McGovern- Bachelor of Arts with specialisation. 

• Zahra Johnston- Bachelor of Psychology. 

• Catie Smith-Gronow- Bachelor of Nursing. 

• Stevee Russell- Bachelor of Arts with specialisation. 

• Eliza Palazzi- Bachelor of Nursing. 

• Jorjah White- Bachelor of Education K-12. 

• Lara Bennett- Bachelor of Exercise Science. 

• Montana Griffith- Bachelor of Exercise Science. 

• Anita Lesevic- Bachelor of Business. 

Cuong Nguyen- Bachelor of Health and Medical Science. 

 

 

La Trobe University: 

Zahra Johnston- Bachelor of Accounting- La Trobe University. 

 

 

Torrens University: 

Zahra Johnston- Bachelor of Business. 

Stevee Russell- Bachelor of Arts. 

 

 

The school has engaged the Goanna Academy to come into our school and work with identified  

students to support their mental health and wellbeing. The Goanna Academy was designed to help end 

the stigma  surrounding mental health and improve the social capacity to identify, talk about, and man-

age mental health for all Australians. This program is focused on at-risk groups such as Regional Males, 

Youth, and First Nations communities. The Goanna Academy is headed by Greg Inglis, and they work  

collaboratively with Headspace and the NSWDoE to provide targeted student support. We look forward 

to welcoming Greg and his team into our school later this term and then ongoing for the remainder of 

the year. 
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PRINCIPAL REPORT 

On Monday 6/6/22, we have our first parent-teacher evening for Years 11 and 12 from  4.30 pm – 

7.00 pm. Whilst Year 12 reports have already been posted out to families, the Year 11 reports will be 

distributed on the night. All parents/carers have been emailed information about this event and you 

should all have been provided with details to coordinate your online bookings through SENTRAL. If 

you still require any assistance, can you please contact the school directly on (02) 6362-1677. 

 

A reminder that the Year 7-10 parent-teacher evening will be held on Monday 27/6/22. The online 

bookings have not been opened yet. More information will be emailed out to all parents soon, and 

the Year 7-10 reports will also be distributed on the night. 

 

With winter now upon us and some inclement weather forecast, I just wanted to overview the 

school’s Snow Policy. 

• If roads are closed in the morning, our staff/students need to determine whether it is safe to 

travel to school or to remain at home. 

• At no stage is it expected that staff/students will take unnecessary risks to come to school 

and common sense should prevail.  

• The Principal will contact the Director of Educational Leadership who will indicate the plans 

and the school’s operational status on a particular day. 

• Once this decision is made, the Principal will contact all local radio stations and advise them 

that there will only be minimal supervision at school for the day due to weather.  

• This will be done by 6.45 a.m. and announced at regular intervals on the radio.  

• Parents/carers will also be notified of any changes to the school’s operational status via  

 SENTRAL email and through the school’s Facebook Page. 

• If the weather clears up during the day, students are expected to attend school as soon as it 

is safe.  

• Regardless of the weather, the school cannot be officially closed. 

• If we receive heavy snowfalls during the day and roads are expected to be closed, procedures 

would be implemented to ensure the safe travel home by our staff/students. 

 

This policy would be implemented on a case-by-case scenario. Any decision made are in the best  

interests and the safety of our staff/students. 

 

I would also like to acknowledge our school leaders who recently participated in The Young Leaders 

of the Central West Summit. Please see below a reflection from both Jorjah White and Max Wilson 

who attended the event. 

 

“On Thursday 19th May, we had the amazing opportunity to attend The Young Leaders Summit of the 

Central West hosted by James Sheahan Catholic High School. This event was funded by the Orange 

City Council and created with a focus on youth. This event also allowed the school leaders of Orange 

to have a place for discussion about the positives and negatives of the Orange region.  
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PRINCIPAL REPORT 

There were many issues, ideas and concerns brought up by the groups.  Some issues that leaders 

raised included mental health, gender, and sexuality, supporting people with a disability, and more 

support for the Indigenous community. 

 

By first identifying the issues we believe are present in Orange, the leaders were then tasked to  

discuss and create some potential strategies we could use to improve our community. The main  

resolution that the whole group agreed upon was to have a free Youth Market Night that advertises 

mental health awareness, Indigenous Culture, LGBTI+ information, and having schools set up their 

own stalls and showcase their own programs and student success.  

 

After a full day of productive discussions, we then had the opportunity to present our idea to the  

Orange Mayor, Jason Hamling, who agreed with the issues we presented and said he thought our 

idea of a “Youth Market Night” was great and he can envision it happening in the future. 

 

Overall, The Young Leaders Summit was a great opportunity for us, and it was something that we are 

so proud to be a part of. Having the chance to represent our school for our community and create 

change is something we will always remember. It was great for us to be able to work together with 

other local high school leaders as we do not get much of a chance to participate in special occasions 

together .” 

 

Regards  

Brett Blaker 
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DEPUTY PRINCIPAL REPORTS 

Reconciliation Week commence on 27th May with National Sorry Day. Learning stories about people’s  

experiences in the past and acknowledging the contributions of specific Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islanders helped us observe the day. Additionally, the school came together to share a barbeque 

lunch on the quad. A big thank you needs to go to the students who took it upon themselves to help 

with lunch by cooking, serving and looking after the important job of DJ. Another thank you needs to 

go to our Community Connector Craig Cromlin, who came to observe Sorry Day with us but was 

quickly seconded to barbeque duties. Another acknowledgement of Reconciliation Week took place 

on Thursday 1st with the school body coming together to learn about the Uluru Statement from the 

Heart. 

Mr Curran 

Year 9 

Year 9 have continued to work diligently into the term, however, there are a number of students who 

have outstanding assessment tasks. It is vital that students complete all assessment tasks and seek 

support if they are experiencing difficulties. The due date of assessment tasks can be located in the 

schedules provided to all students at the beginning of the year. Students can also seek support from 

their classroom teachers, Head Teachers or Year Advisor, if they are experiencing difficulties. Parents 

are also encouraged to contact their child’s teachers to discuss their learning and any  

support required.  

 

As the cold weather creeps in, there has also been a noticeable decrease in students wearing the  

correct school uniform. Students are expected to wear full school uniform every day. There are a 

range of supports available for families to ensure students can access the correct uniform. If your 

family requires this support, please contact the Administration office or Mrs Kerr.   

 

Year 12 

As we head towards the final months of schooling for Year 12, it is vital that students complete any 

outstanding N-Awards. If a student has received an N-Award, a letter will have been sent home.  

Students can also speak with their classroom teachers if they need to clarify the resolution of any 

outstanding tasks. 

 

Parent-Teacher interviews are taking place on Monday 6th June from 4:30pm until 7:00pm. This year 

we are transitioning to online bookings. Please ensure that you book in with the teachers via the  

Sentral Parent Portal. All parents have been emailed their log-in information. If required, interview 

times can be booked in by calling the Administration Office or by speaking with staff directly. 

Mrs Kerr 

 

It is with great pleasure that I write my first report for the newsletter as Deputy Principal Inclusion 

and Support here at The Canobolas Rural Technology High School. During my first 5 weeks so much 

has happened in the wonderful faculty of Support and our Learning and Support teachers have  

facilitated the huge undertaking of helping our students to complete their NAPLAN tests for 2022, 

along with supporting the literacy and learning of our students. 
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DEPUTY PRINCIPAL REPORTS 

 

Learning and Support Teachers 

The Learning and Support Teachers (LaSTs) consist of Mrs Williams, Miss Bunworth, Mrs Lynch and 

Mrs Bonney. These teachers support the learning of students across our school who have learning  

difficulties or a disability. Our LaSTs worked with our Year 7 and 9 students earlier in the term to get 

the NAPLAN tests completed and are currently delivering literacy lessons across the school. They are 

also the teachers who help to test students reading skills and who create Individual Education Plans 

for students with disability or learning difficulties in the mainstream setting. 

 

The Support Faculty 

In week 5 we had our whole school Athletics Carnival and the students in the Support faculty had the 

opportunity to participate in their year level events, as well as activities for Athletes with a Disability. 

Lots of records were broken across the day but some stand out performers were Zac Phoo in Year 12 

and George Higgins in Year 7. Both boys smashed records in their events and showed incredible  

talent in athletics. 

 

Additionally, great learning has been happening in Support. Ms Huggett’s class, Fearnley, have been 

learning all about acids and bases in their Science lessons and they recently conducted experiments 

to make their own litmus base using cabbage leaves of all things, and then they used it to test the 

acidic properties of different items.  

Mrs Macdonald 
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achievements 

ENGLISH 

Students should be commended for their achievements over the past weeks. There has been an  

abundance of merit awards given out across the subject for students’ efforts. Their commitment to 

their learning does not go unnoticed! 

 

 

Year 7 Chinese 

Nǐ hǎo 

In the past few weeks, Year 7 language classes have learned to recognise, write and say numbers  

1 to 10 in Chinese. They have learnt about lucky numbers and unlucky numbers in Chinese  

culture. They have also learned about Chinese money and used Chinese play money to make red 

envelopes. They have extended their cultural knowledge and understanding by doing 3D Spring 

Paper-cutting – a popular activity that Chinese communities would do during the Lunar New Year. 

In the coming weeks, Year 7 language classes will learn to recognise, write and say numbers 11 to 

100 in Chinese. They will learn to ask “how old are you” and answer that question in Chinese. They 

will also learn about Chinese sign language for numbers and some tricks of bargaining in Chinese 

communities. There will be a lot of opportunities for interaction in the classroom.  

Keep having fun! 

 

Activities completed by Year 7 Chinese classes: 
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ENGLISH 

 

  
Year 8 

Year 8 should be commended on their submission of English Assessment Task 2, the multi-modal 

text on their close study novel. This was a big effort! If any students have not yet submitted, they 

need to do so, as quickly as possible by using the Google Classroom. Students need to submit under 

the task: ‘Assessment Task 2: Multi-modal Text’. The Google Class code is: wffpajc. If students are 

unsure of how to submit, they need to ask their classroom teacher, as they can direct them to the 

correct place. Below is a selection of student work samples with their names removed.  
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ENGLISH 

  Year 10 

Year 10 should also be commended on their submission of English Assessment Task 2, the visual 

representation and presentation. The skills used in this assessment are vital for students, as they 

will be used in the senior years of schooling. By having a taster of these skills now, students will 

have the opportunity to refine them before their Preliminary or HSC studies. Below is a selection of 

student work samples with their names removed.  
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CAREERS UPDATE 

University Offers- 

Congratulations to the following students who all received unconditional offers to Charles Sturt  

University. These students applied via the CSU Advantage program which does not just focus on Yr 11 

marks, but also on soft skills required to succeed at university. Well done to the following students:-  

• Kayleigh Horan- Bachelor of Environmental Science  

• Bray McGovern- Bachelor of Arts 

• Zahra Johnston- Bachelor of Psychology 

• Catie Smith-Gronow- Bachelor of Nursing 

• Stevee Russell- Bachelor of Design/Arts 

• Eliza Palazzi- Bachelor of Nursing 

• Jorjah White- Bachelor of Primary Education 

• Lara Bennett- Bachelor of Exercise Science 

• Montana Griffith- Bachelor of Exercise Science 

• Anita Leshevic- Bachelor of Business  

• Cuong Nguyen- Bachelor of Health and Medical Science 

 

Orange Health Expo 

15 Students attended the Orange Health Expo on Friday 27th of May at CSU Orange. This was a day  

focused on students who are wishing to pursue a career in any health area. There were industry repre-

sentatives from Physiotherapy, Nursing, Doctors, Mental Health, Radiography, Dentistry and more. There 

were also attendees from multiple universities and students were engaging and participating in a variety 

of fun activities, the day ended with a tour of the Orange CSU Campus, highlighted by the state of the art 

facilities. Thanks to Mrs Rose for attending and all the students on their outstanding behaviour.  

 

White Card Training 

Wednesday the 25th May saw students from Yrs 10-11 complete the training to receive their White Card. 

This will allow all these students to work on a construction site now and into the future. I thank Mr Bob 

Hughes for training and assessing the students on the day, and all of our students for their hard work in 

passing the course. 

 

Mr Coote 
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LEARNING AND ENGAGEMENT CENTRE 

It’s been a busy time at the Learning and Engagement Centre, where we are focused on supporting 

students with their learning, cultural and wellbeing needs. We would like to welcome Craig  

Edwards, who has joined the teaching team and is working closely with the Year 10. This will ex-

pand the LECs reach to the Year 10 cohort which is great news as it will prepare them for their  

upcoming senior years. 

 

As the assessments are starting to be handed out to our Year 10, 11 and 12 students, we are seeing 

more arriving to the centre to work on and refine their assessment tasks. More and more students 

are not only submitting their assessments, but we are also seeing better quality work and they are 

getting them in on time!  

 

We are continuing to work with students to meet their HSC minimum standards, with only a hand-

ful of Year 12s still to go! We also applaud the Year 11s and 10s as more students see success in 

this area. 

 

In exciting news, the LEC is getting a new home! The rather large demountable building that has 

appeared near the front of the school will be the new dedicated space for the LEC. The team and 

the students are excited by the prospect of making it our own space, with lots of discussions on 

how to decorate it! 
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YARNING CIRCLES 

On Monday in Week 5, our Year 7 cohort was invited to participate in Yarning Circles with the  

Aboriginal Education Officer Ms Kylie Greatbatch from Glenroi Heights Public School and Mary 

Croaker from Verto. The students took time to check in and take stock of their personal growth and 

strengths during the period. All students involved thoroughly enjoyed the time to think  

introspectively and reconnect with some familiar faces from primary school. A big thank you to  

Kylie and Mary, along with Glenroi Heights PS for allowing Kylie to come up and say g’day.  

 

Yarning Circles will continue to occur throughout each term at CRTHS for our Year 7 students as we 

look to enhance our student resilience and wellbeing outcomes. We are looking forward to kicking 

off the next Yarning Circle in the near future! 

 

Mr Goodwin – Head Teacher Wellbeing  
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Athletics carnival 

             PDHPE 

 

 

 

 

Third time was definitely a charm last Tuesday, 17th May. Students and staff attended our annual Ath-

letics Carnival. The sun was shining and the weather was great. 

 

This year, students had the opportunity to participate in all track and field events—800m, 400m, 200m, 

100m and the field events that consisted of high jump, discus, shot put, long jump and javelin. 

The day was a great success and showed true school spirit. As usual the relays were exciting to watch, 

especially with the inclusion of a student versus staff relay.  

 

Electrons were undeniably the best on ground and took out the 2022 competition. 

 

1st place—Electrons  3651 

2nd place—Mesons  3216 

3rd place– Neutrons  2790 

4th place—Protons   2521 

 

 

 

A special congratulations to the following students who were crowned age champions. 

12Yr Female Champion  Claire Anlezark  

12Yr Male Champion  Jesse Rushton-McLeay 

13Yr Female Champion  Chloe Johnson 

13Yr Male Champion  Jimmy Boswell  

14Yr Female Champion  Hannah Gross 

14Yr Male Champion  Ty Parker and Harry Robertson 

15Yr Female Champion  Layla Docherty and Taya Southwood  

15Yr Male Champion  Deacon Cutting  

16Yr Female Champion  Lacey Browne   

16Yr Male Champion  Daniel Samuelu– Afoa   

17Yr Female Champion  Amy Young    

17Yr Male Champion  Mitchell Crossman   

MIGHTY 
ELECTRONS! 
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CPHA DANCE 

PDHPE 

On the 19th May the CHPA Dance group went to Cowra Eisteddfod to compete in their first competition 

for the year. The group has been working very hard each Wednesday with Miss Kate Foran to perfect 

their dance which they learnt earlier in the year with Holli Hill. The CHPA Dance group were successful  

coming away with first place. 

 

The group now turn their attention to the Western Dance Festival in Bathurst on 7th June. They will  

perform in a matinee and evening performance on that day. Rebecca Rhodes, Mia Warren and Claire 

Anlezark will also be performing as a part of the Western Dance troupe at the same event. The group 

also have School Spec auditions, and Orange, Wellington and Bathurst  Eisteddfods to look forward to. 

 
  

STAGE 6—COMMUNITY AND FAMILY STUDIES 

 

PRELIMINARY 

Students have been working incredibly well in class and are currently studying their second module 

‘Individuals and Groups’. This unit focuses on the different groups within our community and the  

different roles that can exist within these groups. They investigate how groups can help satisfy needs 

of individuals by reflecting on the groups they belong to in their own lives. They have explored con-

cepts of group cohesiveness and how personal and social factors can contribute to the roles they play 

in their own lives.  

 

Students are currently completing a case study that 

investigates the different causes of conflict and how 

these conflicts can impact the groups to which they 

belong and their overall wellbeing. 

 

Mrs Abrahams 
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This semester, students have already completed three modules in EEC.  

These modules included: 

• Pregnancy and Childbirth 

• Children’s Growth and Development and  

• Promoting Positive Behaviour 

 

The course started at the very beginning in the journey of a child—from assisted reproductive        

technologies, prenatal and post natal care and the impact of making healthy choices and support  

services.  

 

We then investigated all matters related to the physical, cognitive, social development  of a child     

before learning about the intent and development of positive and negative behaviours. Currently,  

students are studying their first option of Children’s Literature— learning the positive benefits of  

reading on emotional, cognitive and linguistic  behaviours. 

 

Students are working on their assessment tasks in which they are creating a children’s book that is 

aimed at infants, toddlers or pre-schoolers. Lots of fun and creative ideas! 

STAGE 6—EXPLORING EARLY CHILDHOOD 

PDHPE 

Parenting and Caring is the focus for HSC CAFS this term. The students are looking at the types of  

parents and carers and how best to prepare for the role of becoming a parent or carer in order to  

optimise the wellbeing of a dependent. To consolidate the learning of this unit, students are  

completing a case study, selecting a parent or carer they believe is worthy of the title ‘Parent or Carer of 

the Year’. Students will create a profile for their chosen parent or carer and justify their  

selection for this title. They will also prepare an oral presentation to launch the campaign for their  

nominated person.  

HSC 

STAGE 6—COMMUNITY AND FAMILY STUDIES CNTD 
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STAGE 6—PRELIMINARY 

PDHPE 

This term the students in Year 11 PDHPE have been studying one of their first Option Fitness Choices. 

This option module examines the exercise options that are available to meet the varying fitness needs 

of individuals. In this module, students investigate what exercise means to different people and the 

factors that influence exercise choices.  

 

We have just started looking at Core 1 Better Health for Individuals. This compulsory module examines 

the scientific foundations of human movement. In this module, students explore how the body moves 

and why it moves in particular ways. Students focus on the relationships between anatomy,  

physiology, fitness, biomechanics and efficient human movement. Students so far have only  

completed one assessment task but have settled into their senior studies quite well. 

 

HSC 

The PDHPE HSC class has been working on Option 3: Sports Medicine. 

The Unit aims to increase the students knowledge of supporting  

athletes with injuries and how to plan activities so that they can be 

completed safely to avoid injuries. It is important that the students 

continue to access our  Google classroom to pre-read notes prior to 

each class and to start having a go at HSC practice questions. This 

week Year 12 received their 3rd assessment and they have until  

Thursday week 10 to complete it. 
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STAGE 6—SLR 

PDHPE 

Preliminary 

The Preliminary SLR crew have been working on their understanding of the eleven components of 

fitness and have used their knowledge to design a resistance training program and a cardiovascular 

fitness program. It’s been great to be back in the gym. The class would like to thank Jake and  

Clontarf, Ms Somers and CHPA for helping to organise the gym so that it can be used to support the 

education of our students and meet their fitness goals. 

HSC 

This term Year 12 SLR have been studying Sports Administration. In this module students examine the 

issues influencing the administration of sport. Students examine the organisational structures and 

procedures of sporting organisations. They also explore the type and selection of various tournaments 

and investigate event management procedures. As a result, students develop the knowledge, 

understanding and skills required to design and implement a significant sports initiative. Students have 

been  creating their own draws for different competitions as well as planning a sporting event. 

Congratulations to Jessica Healey in Year 11 who has just been selected for the 2022/23 NSW Hockey 

AAP Squad. The Athlete Acceleration Program is aimed at talented athletes aged 16 – 18, where tradi-

tionally the highest rate of attrition occurs and when skill development is crucial to an athlete’s pro-

gress. A highly sophisticated program developed through extensive collaboration with NSWIS and 

Hockey Australia, the AAP has been rigorously tested to ensure that it meets Australian Winning Edge 

requirements. 
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WSSA REPRESENTATIVES 

PDHPE 

Congratulations to Emily Rhodes who has been selected to represent WSSA in Gymnastics. Emily has 

been selected as a Level 7 competitor and will be competing at the NSWCHS competition in Glendale 

in Week 3, Term 3. This is the 4th time Emily has been selected to represent WSSA. Goodluck Emily!! 

Congratulations to Manaia Nixon who has been selected in the WSSA U/16 Girls Rugby League 

team to compete at the NSWCHS Invitational competition at Figtree early in Term 3. This is the 

second year in a row that Manaia has been selected in this side. Goodluck Manaia! 

CHS TABLE TENNIS FINALS 
Four intrepid students set off at 7am in the morning to make the epic journey to Warren Central 

school to play in the Western Region Semi-finals. Warren has won through to the State finals for 

the last 5 years so it was going to be a daunting task to not only overcome the tiredness of the 

journey but also the skills level of the opposition. The smiling assassin Kian Elwood got us off to a 

ripping start by defeating Warrens No.1 player in 5 tight sets. It was looking like a similar result 

would occur for Max Wilson as he took his No.2 opponent right down to the wire in the tie-breaker 

set but unfortunately was on the wrong side of a creative scoring system. Our two last minute fill in 

players Jackson Sladek and Ethan Young  fought valiantly but also went down in their singles 

matches to more experienced opponents. The doubles showed our lack of experience as our  

opponents coordinated their movement to defeat the Canobolas team in all 4 matches. What a 

fantastic experience for all players and without doubt the funniest car trip Mr Francey has experi-

enced in his time as a teacher. Well done all. 
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WRAS INDIGENOUS IDENTIFICATION DAY 

PDHPE 

On Friday 27th May a group of 13 Canobolas students attend the Western Region Academy of Sport 

(WRAS) talent identification day at Orange PCYC. Our very own Rhianna Lucas said the Welcome to  

Country.  The students participated in a number of tests over the course of the day. Students had the 

opportunity to work with some of the best in the region. The students also met Jessica Skinner on the 

day. Jessica’s recent coaching history includes; 2019 Jillaroos Assistant Coach, 2021 Indigenous All Stars  

Assistant Coach, 2021 First Nations Gems Head Coach, 2022 Newcastle Knights NRLW Assistant Coach.  
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YEAR 9 CHILD STUDIES 

PDHPE 

In Year 9 Child Studies this term students are learning how to care for newborns. For their  

assessment task students are required to look after an egg for 5 days straight. Students are to create 

a journal, documenting their time with the egg. 

U14 RUGBY LEAGUE 

 

On Tuesday 17 May, the U14 Rugby League team headed to ANZAC Park to play against Nyngan in a trial 

match for the Western School Sport Competition. The team played some great footy, with some excellent 

attacking and defensive play throughout the game. With a number of injuries during the game, the team 

battled on, playing with great determination and tenacity. Although the team had a loss, they played well 

and demonstrated promise for the semi-finals that will be played this week in Bathurst. Congratulations 

to the team on their sportsmanship, skill and grit and best of luck in the game on Thursday. Thank you to 

Jake Kelly and Lachie Munro for coaching and Max Wilson refereeing the match.  
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SCIENCE 

Fun in Science 

Over the course of term two Year 10 have been learning about Genetics.  As part of this topic the  

students in 10 Simpson made some lolly DNA strands.  Below are some examples of these double helix 

stands the students really enjoyed creating in order to reinforce their understanding of these building 

block of life.  

 
SUPPORT 

Keller have enjoyed learning about mental wellbeing over the beginning of Term 2. They have researched 

where to get help and what they can do to prevent and treat mental illness. 

 

They have enjoyed STEM activities including the Gravitrax kit. 

 

With Mr Ricketts, the students are enjoying investigating the Polynesian expansion across the  Pacific 

which is the current HSIE topic.  
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BIG PICTURE 

This newsletter report is written by Year 11 student, Jade Brown, as part of her senior project on  

marketing and advertising.   

 

What is Outlearning?  

Well, for students here in Big Picture, Outlearning is one of the vital parts of our work where students are fur-

ther engaged with their passion by embracing real world opportunities with mentors in the community who 

share similar interests and have experience in relevant fields. This gives us the ability to access in-depth 

knowledge, and learn to use innovative technologies and techniques under the guidance of local businesses or 

organisations in the community. Having a group of experts who  can offer feedback or share their expertise is 

fantastic as  

talking to adults helps improve our communications skills and increases our self confidence especially when it is 

Big Picture checks out Wellington  
Big Picture students have been active again this term with Year 9 and 10 students road tripping to Wellington 

with  Miss Penberthy and prominent CRTHS Geographer,  Mr Riles, to collate important data for their  

assessment tasks.   Studying Human Wellbeing and the interrelated dimensions that influence a sense of  

wellbeing, students made  observations across the town and surrounding  agricultural area to predict the levels 

of wellbeing experienced in the town. These observations were correlated with census data and other research 

they completed in the classroom to  challenge or support their initial perceptions of the town.   

Big Picture students are also challenged to consider the so-

cial significance of everything they investigate, looking at 

topics with a range of social lenses. After a few years of 

missing Outlearning opportunities, due to Covid restrictions, 

it was wonderful to note the changing nature of guided talks 

with a greater appreciation and respect for the cultural  

significance of sites across Australia, and how both spiritual 

and scientific value of explorative activities are now consid-

ered before any activities such as archaeological digs,  

tourism activities or mining and development can be carried 

out.  We look forward to engaging in more outlearning to 

enrich the learning experiences in the Academy as the year 

progresses.  

Always taking advantage of the opportunities that present 

themselves, the advisory visited the Wellington Caves while 

they were there, escaping the rain and learning about the 

significant geological processes that formed the caves and 

their unique features over thousands of years. In addition to 

this, the interesting information regarding both the  

archaeological significance of the caves and the cultural  

importance to our first nations people opened their minds to 

consider  broader perspectives when exploring any topic.   
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Dinner/Theatre experience  
The following is an extract from a reflective piece, composed by Year 12 student, Kenny Apps 

 

Throughout my time in Big Picture, I have loved the idea and goal of getting out of the Advisory every now and 

then to boost our Academy connections, social relationships and real-world knowledge. With COVID constantly 

threatening to push us in, this truly was a special experience. As a Big Picture Advisory of both Seniors and  

Juniors, our Advisors, Mrs Rose and Miss Penberthy organised for us to go out to dinner at the Loc Sing  

Restaurant and then attend the Orange Theatre Company’s Youth Production of Alice in Wonderland. where we 

were able to watch our own, year 8 fellow BP student, Lachlan Crossman perform as an honorary penguin on 

stage. 

 

As a Big Picture student, I am always looking for benefits in all my  experiences in and out of school, and this 

experience was no  different. Noting the functions of the Loc Sing’s service, the very clever idea of a rotating 

table-top ( a lazy– susan) to serve everyone and even the aesthetic of the plants scattered around the  

restaurant seemed to satisfy me. Noticing the Auditorium in the theatre and past  theatre knowledge had led 

me to notice that the Orchestra Pit that I had previously seen in Jesus Christ Superstar had been covered. This is 

a pit that the Orchestra plays in for any live music through the play. In Alice in Wonderland, there was no live 

music so there was no need for this aspect of the theatre so I  assume that there is a piece of stage that can be 

removed to reveal the pit. This was impressive. 

 

Big Picture had invited both Nick Tucknott and the Principal, Mr Blaker. This gave us the opportunity to both 

socialise with my friends, build connections in the Junior Advisory, and most importantly, CHALLENGE THE  

PRINCIPAL TO A SHOTPUT COMPETITION AT THE UP COMING ATHLETICS CARNIVAL. All jokes aside, being able 

to sit down and have conversations with my advisors, Nick and Mr Blaker outside of school was a satisfying  

experience to me for we were on a  common ground to each other, engaging in polite banter around the table 

and eventually making our way to the theatre to sit quietly and watch the show. 

 

This experience has been one of my favourites for the sense of nostalgia and reminiscence hit me hard. Being 

able to dress up excessively formal and head out to dinner with Big Picture felt amazing. Our night at the  

theatre was one of my first experiences with the advisory in 2019 and it was amazing to be able to be a part of, 

and after the three years of COVID limiting our opportunities, of course I would be excited to get out once again. 

Thank you very much for granting us this opportunity, Big Picture has changed me for the better. 
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Nykoda Caston – Production week @  
Orange Theatre Company - Alice in Wonderland  

 
Koda, as his friends like to call him, spent week 3 helping 
with the production of Alice in Wonderland. Walking in with 
a nervous smile,  Koda took time out of his afternoons to 
learn more about the live performance world and how 
different it is compared to his current interest in Film  
Directing. He helped in a variety of areas from backstage 
working with cast members, who were a great bunch, to 
observing the directors, working with the  choreographers, 
fixing the sound, and learning how to operate the light box.  
 

Koda was able to learn and experience all the wonderful jobs behind the scenes. “I thought it would be 
complicated, but it was surprisingly easy” Nykoda said when I spoke to him, “I now know how important it 
is for people to work together on stage and off stage too.  I hope to seek more opportunities to be involved 
in future  theatre performances.”  
 

THANK YOU to the Sally Foundation  
Many of the outlearning opportunities would not be possible without the support from the Sally  
Foundation who have provided financial support for the Big Picture Academy since its inception at the 
school in 2016.  The Sally Foundation is a philanthropic organisation which was started by Geraldine and 
Mike Roche. They have partnered with a range of organisations in the  Orange area, and have committed 
to continuing to support Canobolas Rural Technology High Schools Big Picture Academy for the past 7 
years.  
 
There are many contributors  who ensure Big Picture students can engage in Outlearning. From the adviso-
ry teachers taking time to help make contact and organise students work placements with local community 
contacts in the real world and to those who mentors and share their expertise with students and allow 
them to join in their everyday.   
 
All students  in Big Picture are grateful for these  
opportunities and the people involved.  

Maddison Reilly – Rural Youth Ambassador Program (RYAP) at Sydney  
On the 16th - 19th of May, Maddie was given an opportunity to participate in the Rural Youth Ambassador 
Program in Sydney. This program gives students a chance to voice the issues that are experienced in regional 
areas, to people who are involved in politics and may have the power to actually action some of the key is-

sues around NSW policies.  

They had the opportunity to ask why they were happening, what solutions 
could be produced and what action they could take to prevent these issues 
from continuing. Maddie was one of twenty Year 11 students taking part in 
the RYAP from across NSW, reaching from the far corners of the state . By 
staying in Sydney for four days and collaborating with fellow students from 
all over NSW, Maddie was able to make lifelong friends, build new connec-
tions with likeminded Year 11 students and at the same time, work hard on 
projects and  meet people such as the Head of the Curriculum and those in 
charge of technology in schools around NSW.  

Upon return Maddie was so excited to share her experiences as this was the first time Maddie had  
travelled independently to the centre of  Sydney and it was a wonderful chance to build their local  
community participation as well as build leadership skills to support them in their future aspirations. 
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WELLBEING PEER SUPPORT 

During Term 2 and 3, Year 7 students will be involved in the Peer Support Program. Each week, 

groups of 8-10 students will meet with 2 , Year 10, Peer Leaders and work through a range of  

activities that focus on building connections and addressing a range of behaviours including the 

prevention of bullying. Meeting in small groups allows meaningful connections to form, assisting 

students with the transition to secondary school. Over a period of 8 weeks students will 

acknowledge their strengths and learn skills to build resilience, identify how to develop, maintain 

and repair friendships, develop understanding of a range of behaviours including bullying and 

learn strategies in order to respond appropriately in a variety of situations. 

 

Peer Support utilises a strengths-based approach to build social and emotional skills for adolescent 

development. Students have the opportunity to explore the positive things in their lives. They 

identify their strengths and achievements and also the people who support them. This is intended 

to provide a strong sense of purpose and affirmation.  

 

Our Peer Support leaders undertook training  

facilitated by Mr Wade, Mr Logan, and Mr Goodwin  

earlier in the term. 

 

INTERSCHOOL CHESS 
On Wednesday 25th May the school’s Chess team comprising of Jayden, Brock, Talen and Sean,  

competed in the second round of the NSWJCL Western competition . Despite some very competitive 

games the team lost each of their matches to the Orange High team.  For this round the team was 

joined by Zac as a shadow player allowing him to gain some valuable experience against the Orange 

High players.  

 

This loss sees the end of the teams’ competitive games for this year, but game can still be played in 

C5 during lunch on Thursdays.   

 

Mrs Anderson.  
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From the Clothing Pool  
 

Thank you to all the families that have  

donated to the clothing pool this year.  

The students who have accessed this school 

service have appreciated your generosity.  

Donations can be left at the school office at 

any time.  

Lost Property  

The lost property box is located in the front  

foyer of the school. Every attempt is made to 

return labelled items.  So please ensure  

everything is labelled and readable. Unclaimed 

items are donated to the clothing pool at the 

end of each term. 

How time flies –  
Here are some photos of 8 Fraser and Laver enjoying, this time last year, their reward lunches 

for being in uniform. It is great to see so many of these students have continued to show pride 

in themselves and their school by coming to school each day in the correct uniform.  Sports 

uniform should only be worn on the days where active PE is expected.  
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Sudoku 
Term 2 Issue 5 
Easier       Harder 
 

    

Solutions 
Term 2 Issue 4 
Easier       Harder 
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Each session will included strategies and tactics that can be used if you 

find yourself in danger or in a situation requiring self-defence. We are  

targeting this course at women aged 16 and over. 

 

 The focus will be on teaching self defence skills in a fun and safe environ-

ment and building your self confidence. Spaces are limited so please call 

us at the club to book your space 63602249  

PCYC Orange will be running an 8 week Self 

Defence Course for Women starting Thurs-

day 9th June @6pm at the Club. Cost $80 
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20% Discount on Sports & Co-Curricular Group Photos available until 14/06/2022 

 

Dear Parents, 

 

These school sports and co-curricular groups were photographed on 23/02/2022, 2/03/2022, 27/04/2022 

and 24/05/2022: 

• BIG PICTURE 

• CHPA 

• LEADERSHIP TEAM 

• SRC 

• YEAR 12 MUCK UP 

• YEAR 10 

 

You can now view and purchase the group images listed above and if you place your order before 

14/06/2022 you will get a 20% early order discount. Just click on the link below. Please note the discount 

will be automatically applied at checkout. 

 

Images can also be viewed by visiting www.advancedlife.com.au entering the 

code: 2Y1 41Q 261 and clicking on “Group Photos” 

 

Important 

·  Sports and co-curricular group photos can only be purchased online, PLEASE DO NOT return pay-

ment to your school 

·  If your child's group or team is scheduled to be photographed at a later date, you will receive an 

additional email notification when the images are ready to be ordered 

·  Photos will be returned to your school for distribution approximately six weeks after the discount-

ed early order period has closed 

·  Past years' photographs including sports, co-curricular and representative groups are also availa-

ble at your school's advancedorder and your child's advancedyou photo sites 

 

advancedlife would like to express our appreciation to Canobolas Rural Technology High School for placing 

your trust in us. Please remember we offer a 100% money-back guarantee on our products to ensure your 

peace of mind. We would also love to receive your feedback or resolve any issues you may experience, to 

ensure your satisfaction. If you have any questions, comments or feedback relating to your advancedlife 

experience, please contact us at www.advancedlife.com.au/contact 

 

http://www.advancedlife.com.au
http://www.advancedlife.com.au/contact

